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Abstract
We review the ideas of
• renormalizable field theories,
• the Standard Model at the Born (neutral currents, the Higgs mechanism and
unification) and quantum level.
We subsequently illustrate how high statistics experiments are producing the first evi-
dence for the validity of the Standard Model as a spontaneously broken gauge theory.
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F. Halzen
1 Introduction
Figure 1 shows a cartoon of the Standard Model, which describes the interactions of quarks
and leptons. It is an edifice supported by several pillars. One is extremely solid: gauge
theory, which describes particle interactions resulting from symmetry. It is not new, but is
built using the framework of renormalizable field theories. Their basic structure was laid
out in the 1930’s using assumptions that have not been seriously questioned since: quantum
mechanics, relativity, and causality. The second pillar is under construction: spontaneous
symmetry breaking responsible for the generation of masses of weak bosons. Only two years
ago Okun argued that no experimental support existed for the existence of this pillar. We
will show that this is no longer true.
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Figure 1
In these lectures we first review the ideas of renormalizable gauge theories. The experi-
mental support for the Standard Model at the Born level is strong and only the main ideas
will be discussed: neutral currents, spontaneous symmetry breaking and unification. We will
subsequently describe the experimental evidence for the Standard Model as a spontaneously
broken field theory. Field theories are verified by measuring radiative corrections. We will
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illustrate how high statistics experiments are verifying the validity of the quantum structure
of the Standard Model.
In the end, we will however conclude that the Standard model, while successfully passing
all experimental tests, is incomplete. Pillars are incomplete or missing and we are at present
in the unfortunate situation that experiment does not provide us with even a single clue as
to what they are made of.
2 Gauge theory: running couplings
In gauge theories, symmetries dictate the interactions of quarks and leptons mediated by
the exchange of massless vector particles, e.g. the photon. Suppose we want to compute the
ratio R of the cross sections for the annihilation of electrons and positrons into quarks and
muons:
R(α, s) =
σ(e+e− → qq¯)
σ(e+e− → µ+µ−) . (1)
R is a function of the electromagnetic coupling α,
α =
e2
4π
;
e

e

e

(2)
and the annihilation energy s = 4E2beam:

e
+
e
 
q; 
+
q; 
 
(3)
When the annihilation energy far exceeds the light masses m of quarks and leptons, we must
expect that for the dimensionless observable R,
R(α, s) −→
s≫m2
constant (4)
because there is no intrinsic scale in theories with massless exchange bosons. This prediction
disagrees with experiment and is, in fact, not true in renormalizable quantum field theory.
The exchange of a massless photon is ultraviolet divergent, requiring the introduction of a
cutoff Λ. Thus a scale is introduced into the calculation and the dimensionless observable
R(α, s,Λ2) is of the form
R = R
(
α,
s
Λ2
)
. (5)
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This seems ugly; it is not: Λ appears order by order in the perturbative series but not in the
final answer. Therefore,
Λ2
dR
dΛ2
= 0 . (6)
This is the renormalization group equation, which can be written more explicitly:
Λ2
∂R
∂Λ2
+ Λ2
∂α
∂Λ2
∂R
∂α
= 0 , (7)
which exhibits that R can depend on Λ directly, or via the coupling α. Equation (7) can be
rewritten in the variable t ≡ ln s
Λ2
. Using Λ2 ∂
∂Λ2
= − ∂
∂ ln s
Λ2
, we obtain(
− ∂
∂t
+ β
∂
∂α
)
R
(
α(s),
s
Λ2
)
= 0 , (8)
where
β = Λ2
∂α
∂Λ2
=
∂α
∂t
. (9)
With the identification Λ2 = s, the renormalization group equation has the very simple
solution
R
(
α(s), 1
)
. (10)
The observable depends on s only via the coupling. Because α(s) is dimensionless, dimen-
sional analysis requires
α(s) = F
(
α(Λ2),
s
Λ2
)
, (11)
which is consistent with (9),
Λ2
dα(s)
dΛ2
=
[
∂F
∂z
(α(s), z)
]
z=1
= β(α) . (12)
The solution is
t = ln
s
Λ
=
∫ α(s)
α(Λ)
dx
β(x)
. (13)
The “running” of the coupling is described by the β-function, which can be computed per-
turbatively.
In field theory the interaction of 2 electrons by the exchange of a virtual photon is
described by a perturbative series

e
+
e
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e
 
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0
e
0
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+ + + . . .
e
0
e
0
e
 
e
0
(14)
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= e20 − e20π(q2) + e20π2(q2)− · · · , (15)
=
e20
1 + π(q2)
, (16)
where
π(q2) =
e
0
q   k
k
q q
e
0
(17)
Note the negative sign associated with the fermion loop, which is made explicit in order to
introduce the summation (16).
π(q2) is ultraviolet divergent as k →∞. Explicit calculation[1] (see Appendix A) confirms
this and we therefore obtain π(q2) in terms of a divergent and finite part
π(q2) =
e20
12π2
∫ Λ2
m2e
dk2
k2
− e
2
0
12π2
ln
−q2
m2e
(18)
=
e20
12π2
ln
(
Λ2
−q2
)
. (19)
The trick is to introduce a new charge e which is finite:
e2 = e20
[
1− π(−q2 = µ2) + · · ·
]
, (20)
or
e = e0
[
1− 1
2
π(−q2 = µ2) + · · ·
]
. (21)
We never said what e0 was. It is, in fact, infinitesimal and combines with the divergent
loop π to yield the finite, physical charge e. This operation is performed at some reference
momentum µ, e.g. e(µ = 0) is the Thomson charge with α = e(µ=0)
2
4pi
= (137)−1.
To illustrate how this works we calculate e−e− scattering. The amplitude is (ignoring
identical particle effects)
M =
e
0
– + . . . (22)
4
=e
0
– + . . .+ 2

1
2
e
e

at  q
2
= 
2
(23)
where (23) has been obtained by substituting the renormalized charge e for the bare charge
using (21).
e
+   

at  q = 
2
e
0
= e

1 +
1
2
e
e
0
= (24)
In the last term of (23) we can just replace e0 by e as the additional terms associated with
the substitution (24) only appear in higher order. Therefore (23) can be rewritten as:
M = – + . . .–
e

(25){ at  q2 = 2
α
3π
ln
(
Λ2
−q2
)
− α
3π
ln
(
Λ2
−µ2
)
=
α
3π
ln
(
µ2
−q2
)
= finite!
The divergent parts cancel and we obtain a finite result to O(α2). In a renormalizable theory
this cancellation happens at every order of perturbation theory. The price we have paid is
the introduction of a parameter α(µ2) which is fixed by experiment. The electron charge,
unfortunately, cannot be calculated.
In summary, by using the substitution (20) the perturbation series using infinitesimal
charges e0 and infinite loops π has been reshuffled order by order to obtain finite observables.
The running charge (20) can be written as
α = α0
[
1− π(q2) + · · ·
]
=
α0
1 + π(q2)
. (26)
For the QED result (19),
α(Q2 = −q2) = α0
1− bα0 ln Q2Λ2
(27)
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with b = 1/3π. The ultraviolet cutoff is eliminated by renormalizing the charge to some
measured value at Q2 = µ2,
1
α(Q2)
− 1
α(µ2)
= −b ln Q
2
µ2
. (28)
One also notices that b determines the β-function to leading order in perturbation theory.
We obtain indeed from (9) and (27) that
β(α) =
∂α(Q2)
∂t
= bα2 +O(α3) . (29)
In Table 1 we have listed the b-values determining the running of the other Standard
Model couplings: the weak couplings g, g′ and the strong color charge gs. From Eq. (10) it is
clear that much of the structure of the gauge theory is dictated by identifying the momentum
dependence of the couplings.
Table 1
coupling α ≡ g
2
4π
b-value
e

1
3π
g
s
g
2nq − 33
12π
g
W
i
4ng +
1
2
nd − 22
12π
B
1
2
g
0 −20
3
ng +
1
2
nd
12π
nq : number of quarks (2–6)
ng : number of generations (3)
nd : number of Higgs doublets (1)
The formal arguments have revealed the screening of the electric charge. There is physics
associated with Eq. (14). In quantum field theory a charge is surrounded by virtual e+e−
pairs which screen the charge more efficiently at large than at small distances. Therefore
6
α(µ2 = 0) = (137)−1 is smaller than the short-distance value α(µ2 = m2Z) = (128)
−1. We
note that, qualitatively,
1
α(0)
− 1
α(m2Z)
≃ 10 ≃ 1
3π
ln
(
m2Z
m2e
)
; (30)
see (28).
For 3 generations of quarks the b-value for QCD is negative. While qq¯ pairs screen color
charge just like e+e− pairs screen electric charge (the 2nq/12π term in b), loops with gluons
reverse that effect with a larger, negative b-value of −33/12π. The color charge grows with
distance: asymptotic freedom.
3 Charged and neutral currents
The electroweak model completes Fermi theory by introducing neutral currents, symmetry
breaking and electroweak unification. We briefly review these next. Fermi theory describes
weak interactions via the exchange of a massive weak intermediate boson. The short range
of the weak interaction results from of the exchange of a heavy gauge boson of mass mW :
J

J
+
g
W
=
(
g√
2
Jµ
)
1
m2W
(
g√
2
J+µ
)
(31)
=
4G√
2
JµJ
µ+ . (32)
The effective coupling G is small compared to the weak coupling g which is of order e. The
neutral current interaction is described by a coupling g/ cos θw,
J
NC

J
NC+
g= cos 
w
Z
=
(
g
cos θw
JNCµ
)(
1
m2Z
)(
g
cos θw
JNCµ+
)
(33)
=
4G√
2
2ρJNCµ J
NCµ+ . (34)
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The relative strength of the neutral and charged currents is parametrized by the weak angle
cos θw, or by the ρ-parameter as can be seen by comparing (31) with (33) and (32) with (34),
respectively. Identification of (31) and (32) yields
G√
2
=
g2
8m2W
, (35)
while combining (33) with (34) gives
ρ
G√
2
=
g2
8m2Z cos
2 θw
. (36)
Finally, from the last two equations:
ρ =
m2W
m2Z cos
2 θw
. (37)
For further discussion it is useful to remember that neutral currents have a coupling ρG
and that ρ represents the relative strength of neutral and charged weak currents, e.g. for
neutrino-quark scattering:
ρ =


q
q
q
0


t

b
W
Z
t
t
+ +
++
. . .
. . .
(38)
4 Mass of intermediate bosons?
Describing weak interactions requires the introduction of gauge bosons with mass. Mirac-
ulous cancellations like (25) are however a feature of gauge theories with strictly massless
exchange particles like the photon. Introducing mass spoils the cancellation and the ultravi-
olet cutoff Λ becomes a parameter which cannot be eliminated. So what? In every order of
perturbation theory new parameters Λ′, Λ′′ . . . will appear: a theory with an infinite number
of parameters makes no predictions.
The solution is to replace mass by friction. Weak bosons only have an apparent mass
which results from the drag they feel from their interaction with a universal medium, like
an aether, made of scalar particles. Photons, of course, do not interact with these scalar
particles. This solves the problem: while gauge boson mass leads to an unrenormalizable
theory, the introduction of such interactions does not. This solution may look a bit contrived
8
but it really is not because scalar particles are required for different, totally unrelated reasons.
We will show this in the next section.
A more correct analogy is that the whole universe is filled with a superconducting ma-
terial. A condensate of scalar particles plays the role of the condensate of Cooper pairs
in a real superconductor. The weak gauge fields surrounding quarks and leptons can only
penetrate this superconductor over a limited depth, the Meissner effect. This is the origin
of the limited range of the weak bosons and their apparent mass.
In order to illustrate the mechanism of mass generation we imagine a world with only
photons (Aµ) and charged scalar particles (φ
∗, φ). The Lagrangian is
L =
[
Dµφ∗Dµφ− µ2φ∗φ
]
− λ(φ∗φ)2 + · · · , (39)
with λ > 0 and, as usual, Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ. We recognize a theory with scalars of mass
µ (µ2 > 0), interacting with a coupling λ. The Lagrangian represents a different theory
when µ2 < 0. Writing the Lagrangian in the form
L = Dµφ∗Dµφ− V (φ) , (40)
with
V (φ) = µ2φ∗φ+ λ(φ∗φ)2 , (41)
suggests a theory of massless scalars interacting via the potential V . This is not the correct
interpretation because of the pedestrian (and incorrect) assumption that the ground state
of V is at φ = 0, as is usual in old-fashioned textbook examples.
The potential V (φ) is shown in Fig. 2 in terms of the real and imaginary components
φ1, φ2 of the complex field φ. The minimum of the potential is not at φ = 0, but along the
circle
v2 = φ21 + φ
2
2 =
−µ2
λ
. (42)
Notice that this indeed requires that µ2 < 0. So, in order to interpret the theory correctly we
must study the behavior of the field when perturbed along the real and imaginary directions
near the minimum φ = v. We do this by rewriting (40) in terms of fields η and ξ, with
φ(x) =
1√
2
[v + η(x) + iξ(x)] (43)
≃ 1√
2
(v + η)eiξ/v . (44)
We obtain
L′ = 1
2
(∂µξ)
2 +
1
2
(∂µη)− v2λη2 + 1
2
e2v2AµA
µ + · · · (45)
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Inspection of L′ reveals two real, scalar particles with masses
mξ = 0 , (46)
mη =
√
2λv2 , (47)
and a photon mass term AµA
µ with
mA = ev . (48)
This model illlustrates the essence of the Higgs mechanism where the mass of the gauge
particle A is generated by its interactions with scalar particles. The η would be called the
Higgs boson in the present model.
Several comments are appropriate. Note that L, L′ of Eqs. (40) and (45) are mathemat-
ically identical. If we solved them to all orders of perturbation theory, they would reveal the
same physics. Guessing the physics by expansion in the vicinity of the ground state only
yields the correct physics interpretation when using the true vacuum (43). No insights can
be gained by expanding (40) in the vicinity of φ = 0. The scalar particles are frozen into
the ground state φ = v just like Cooper pairs form a condensate below critical temperature.
For completeness we should also point out that the massless (Goldstone) particle ξ does, in
fact, not appear in the model. A gauge transformation can be used to eliminate it from the
Lagrangian as suggested by (44).
This fantasy world of charged scalars φ interacting with a gauge vector boson Aµ illus-
trates the features of the “Higgs mechanism”: the longitudinal component of Aµ is generated
by interaction with a universal scalar field rather than by the explicit introduction of a mass
term. The latter violates gauge invariance and destroys the renormalizability and predictabil-
ity of the theory. In the Standard Model one introduces a doublet of scalar fields. Each field
has 2 components, i.e. there are 4 real fields φ1, φ2, φ3 and φ4 which generate the masses of
the 3 gauge bosons W+, W−, Z by the mechanism previously illustrated. Loosely speaking,
3 of the scalar degrees of freedom become the longitudinal components W+L , W
−
L , ZL of the
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now “massive” weak intermediate bosons. The 4th component remains as a physical scalar
Higgs particle. It is the elusive witness of the mechanism that generated the weak boson
masses; its mass remains undetermined in terms of a parameter λ; see (47). The weak boson
masses are given by a generalized version of (48):
mW =
1
2
gv , (49)
mZ =
1
2
gv
(
1 + tan2 θw
)1/2
, (50)
v2 =
1
g2
4m2W =
(√
2G
)
−1
= (246 GeV)2 . (51)
Note that
mW
mZ
= cos θw , (52)
or, recalling (37),
ρ = 1 . (53)
Also fermions interact with the scalar particles, thus acquiring masses as well. In renor-
malizable theories the electron mass, just like the electric charge, remains as an incalculable
parameter after renormalization of loops of the form
e

(54)
The electron mass is actually determined by its coupling to the scalar field. Masses of
all other fermions (including the top with a mass of mt ≃ v) are generated by the Higgs
mechanism.
5 Scalars were already part of the theory!
One can illustrate this statement simply by calculating the cross section for top quark an-
nihilation into Z’s, tt¯ → ZZ, in a Standard Model without scalars. Straightforward Feyn-
manology yields
dσ
dΩ


t
t
+
crossed
diagram
 = α
2m2t
m4Z
. (55)
We first notice that there is no angular dependence; dσ/dΩ is independent of Ω. The process
is purely S-wave. We therefore have to conclude that the process violates S-wave unitarity,
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which requires that
σJ=0 ∼ 1
s
, (56)
where s is the square of the tt¯ annihilation energy.
We remind the reader that the unitarity constraint (56) simply follows from the partial
wave expansion of the cross section in ordinary quantum mechanics:
σ =
16π
s
∑
J
(2J + 1) |fJ |2 , (57)
with
fJ = exp(iδJ ) sin δJ . (58)
Here δJ are the phase shifts. Obviously |fJ |2 < 1 from (58) which, when combined with (57),
yields
σJ < 16π(2J + 1)
1
s
(59)
and (56) represents the special case J = 0.
The Higgs particle comes to the rescue, introducing the additional diagram:

t
t
H
Z
Z
g
t
m
t
∼ g
2
t
m4Z
, (60)
which cancels the ill-behaved J = 0 term (55). The cancellation requires that the top-Higgs
coupling gt (endowing the top quark with mass) satisfies
g2t ∼ m2t , (61)
a result indeed intrinsic to the Higgs origin of fermion masses. So, if scalars were not invented
to solve the problem of mass, they would have to be introduced to salvage unitarity.
We have not found the Higgs particle, but we know that
60 GeV < mH <∼ 1 TeV . (62)
The lower limit can be deduced from unsuccessful searches. Equation (47) yields the upper
limit
mH =
(
2λv2
)1/2
<
√
2 v ≃ 350 GeV , (63)
using (51). The inequality follows from λ < 1, a requirement which follows from the recogni-
tion that the Standard Model’s perturbative predictions are correct. This requires couplings
to be small, an argument which cannot be taken too literally as it cannot distinguish λ < 1
from λ < 4π, for instance. Hence our 1 TeV value quoted in (62).
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6 Unified electroweak standard model: “a dirty little model” (J. Bjorken)
Some 150 years ago Maxwell unified the electric and magnetic forces by postulating the
identity of the electric and magnetic charges:
~F = e ~E + eM ~v × ~B , (64)
with
e = eM . (65)
Note that the velocity v is the variable which mixes electric and magnetic interactions; when
v → 0 magnetic interactions are simply absent but, for charges moving with significant
velocity v, the two interactions become similar in importance. Unification of the two forces
introduces a scale in the mixing variable v: the speed of light.
Unification of the electromagnetic and weak interaction follows this pattern with
e = g sin θw , (66)
expressing the equality of electric and weak charge g in terms of the parameter θw introduced
in (33). In electroweak theory (66) generalizes (65) to include the weak force. What is the
variable mixing electromagnetic and weak forces? At low energy the effects of weak forces
between charged particles are swamped by their electromagnetic interaction. At a modern
accelerator the weak and electromagnetic forces are equally obvious in the collisions of high
energy particles, just like the electric and magnetic forces are in the interaction of high
velocity charges. Energy is the mixing variable of electromagnetic and weak forces. The
energy scale introduced by their unification is the weak boson mass mW .
The sad reality is that electroweak unification (66) contains a parameter θw which is left
to be determined by experiment. The parameter represents the relative strength of charged
and neutral currents (cf. (31) and (33) and recall (38)) as well as the ratio of the weak boson
masses mW and mZ ; see (52). The first and only tangible confirmation of electroweak unified
theory has been provided by verification that the ratio of the weak boson masses determined
at proton-antiproton colliders yields a value of the weak angle which is in agreement with
the value determined in the pioneering neutral current neutrino experiments. On a more
mundane level, this common value verifies the doublet nature of the scalar field introduced
in the previous section via (52).
Not until the last two years did true verification of electroweak theory become possible
with the first confrontation of its calculated radiative corrections with high statistics mea-
surements performed at the LEP and SLC e+e− colliders and at the Fermilab Tevatron. We
have barely started down the road of high precision tests familiar from quantum electro-
dynamics. We describe the first successful steps next.
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7 Quantum structure of the electroweak model: measurements and calculations
When contemplating the vast amount of evidence for the standard model, covering strong
and electroweak interactions, collider and fixed-target experiments with lepton, photon, and
hadron beams, it is easy to overlook the fact that verification of the theory at the quantum
level is in its infancy, at least by QED standards. In the electroweak sector familiar tests of
the Standard Model probe the Lagrangian at the Born level: neutrino neutral and charged
current experiments, interference experiments in deep inelastic scattering, study of W and
Z bosons, previously mentioned, and asymmetry measurements in e+e− collisions.
A comprehensive study of the radiative corrections should be a high priority. Implement-
ing such a program can be first formulated from the point of view of the experimentalist.
Introducing the notation
sin2 θw = s
2 = 1− c2 , m2W ≡ w , m2Z ≡ z , (67)
electroweak theory predicts at the Born level that:
σ(νµe)
σ(ν¯µe)
=
3− 12s2 + 16s4
1− 4s2 + 16s4 , (68)
w
z
= 1− s2 , (69)
πα√
2GF
1
w
= s2 , (70)
Γ(Z → f f¯)
mZ
=
α
3
Ncf
(
v2f + a
2
f
)
, (71)
ALR ≃ Aτ ≃
[
4
3
AFB
]1/2
≃ 2(1− 4s2) . (72)
Eqs. (68)–(72) represent an incomplete list of experiments capable of measuring sin2 θw.
Validity of the standard model requires that each measurement yields the same value of s2:
(i) the ratio (68) of νµ scattering on left- and right-handed electrons, which is a function
of sin2 θw only, (ii) the measurement of the weak boson masses (69), previously mentioned,
(iii) the combination of MW , α, and GF as determined by the muon lifetime (70) (we will
discuss this relation in detail in the next section), (iv) the partial widths (71) of the Z into a
fermion pair with vector and axial coupling vf and af , and color factor Ncf = 3 (1) for quarks
(leptons), and (v) the various asymmetries (72) measured at Z-factories; see Appendix B.
The study of the quantum corrections to the measurements (68)–(72) is not straightfor-
ward. After inclusion of the O(α) corrections, the sin2 θw values obtained from the different
methods will no longer be the same because radiative corrections modify (68)–(72) in differ-
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ent ways. For example, the diagram
e e



e
Z
WW
(73)
modifies the t-channel Z propagator measured by (68); see also (38). It does not, however,
contribute to O(α) shifts in the W, Z masses
Z
+ + + . . .
W
W
f
f
(74)
+ + + . . .
W
W
f
f H
(75)
which yield an improved sin2 θw value via (69). There is no real mystery here. After inclusion
of O(α) contributions in Eqs. (68)–(72), they represent different definitions of sin2 θw. The
experimentalist has to make a choice and define the Weinberg angle to O(α) by one of the
observables (68)–(72). Subsequently, all other experiments should be reformulated in terms
of the preferred “sin2 θ.” What this choice should be is no longer a matter of debate and we
will define sin2 θw in terms of the physical masses of the weak bosons, i.e.
sin2 θw ≡ 1− m
2
W
m2Z
. (76)
A most straightforward test of the theory is now obtained by fixing (76) in terms of the
measured weak boson masses and verifying that its value coincides with the value of sin2 θw
obtained from an analysis of ν deep-inelastic scattering data using the O(α) prediction for
(68) written in terms of (69). The same procedure can be repeated for the other measure-
ments of θw, e.g., (70), (71) and (72).
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The choice (76) is particularly useful in that one can estimate the radiative corrections
in terms of the renormalization group, which has been previously introduced. The O(α) cor-
rections can be qualitatively understood in terms of the loop corrections to the vector-boson
propagators (74) and (75). In a more technical sense the choice (76) is closely related to the
use of the on-mass-shell (OMS) renormalization scheme, which generalizes the renormaliza-
tion techniques, introduced for electrodynamics, in a straightforward way to the electroweak
model.
Renormalization techniques take care of UV divergences appearing in gauge theories at
the quantum level. In the introduction we illustrated how the divergence in the photon
vacuum polarization is absorbed into the Thomson charge. We pay a price: the Thomson
charge is no longer predicted and the charge is renormalized to its measured value at q2 = 0.
Not all predictive power is lost. The screening of the charge α(q2) can still be predicted and
confronted with experiment. All UV divergences in QED can be absorbed in two parameters,
α and me. It is eminently reasonable to copy this scheme for calculations in electroweak
theory. The list of parameters, to be fixed by experiment, now includes
α, mW , mZ , mH , mf , (77)
where mf represents the lepton and quark masses me, . . . , mt. The weak mixing angle sin
2 θw
does not appear in the list of parameters; its value is automatically determined by mW , mZ
via (76). For some this procedure may seem unfamiliar. Traditionally the Standard Model
Lagrangian is determined in terms of
g, g′, λ, µ, gf , (78)
which represent the bare electroweak couplings, the parameters of the minimal Higgs po-
tential, and the “Yukawa” couplings of the Higgs particle to fermions. There is no mystery
here. In principle any choice will do. There is, in fact, a direct translation between sets (77)
and (78)
g2 = e2
z
z − w ,
g′2 = e2
z
w
,
λ = e2
zM2H
8w(z − w) ,
gf = e
2 zm
2
f
2w(z − w) .
(79)
8 The lifetime of the muon
As an example we will show how the relation (70) is calculated to O(α) in terms of the weak
angle θw defined by (69). The origin of the relation (70) is the muon’s lifetime which, to
16
leading order, is given by the diagram
Γ(0)µ =
W



e
e
 

 
(80)
In Fermi theory, electromagnetic radiative corrections must be included to obtain the result
to O(α). Symbolically,
Γ(1)µ =
G√
2
[1 + photonic corrections] , (81)
where
photonic corrections = + . . .

(82)
In electroweak theory, on the other hand,
Γ(1)µ =
e2
8s2c2z
[
1 + photonic corrections
+ propagator
+ vertex
+ box
]
(83)
where
propagator = +
f t

f

b
+
H
+. . . (84)
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vertex = + . . .Z0



(85)
and
box = + . . .
Z
W
(86)
Equating (81) and (83) we obtain
G√
2
=
e2
8s2c2z
(1 + ∆r) , (87)
with
∆r = ∆α− c
2
s2
∆ρ+∆rem . (88)
We note that the purely photonic corrections drop out. The electroweak radiative corrections
are gathered in ∆r. Notation (88) recognizes the fact that in the OMS scheme, vacuum
polarization loops dominate this quantity. We specifically isolated the fermions which are
responsible for the running of α from the muon to the Z mass,
∆α =
∑
f

f
f
(89)
as well as the third generation, heavy quark diagram
∆ρ =
t

b
W
(90)
Other contributions are small in the OMS scheme and are grouped in the “remainder” ∆rem.
Before discussing the status of measurements of ∆r, we make several comments. To
leading order ∆r = 0 and, using (2) and (52), (87) reduces to the Born relation (70). The
full order α calculation of ∆r will not be presented here. It is straightforward and relatively
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simple. The complete result has been written in analytic form in Ref. [2]. To the extent that
∆rem is small, one can imagine summing the series
+ + . . . (91)
by the replacement (1 + ∆r)→ (1−∆r)−1 in (87).
We already discussed the running of α from the small lepton masses to mZ ; see (30).
The other large contribution ∆ρ, which represents the loop (90), is our primary focus here.
Its value is given by[1, 2]
∆ρ =
α
4π
z
ω(z − ω)NC |Utb|
2
[
m2tF (m
2
t , m
2
b) +m
2
bF (m
2
b , m
2
t )
]
, (92)
with
F (m21, m
2
2) =
∫ 1
0
dx x ln
[
m21(1− x) +m22x
]
. (93)
Here the number of colors NC = 3 and Utb is the KM matrix element; |Utb|2 ≃ 1. The
diagram has the important property that, defining mt = mb + ǫ,
∆ρ ≃ G
3π2
ǫ . (94)
So in QED, where only equal mass fermions and antifermions appear in neutral photon loops,
ǫ = 0 and diagrams of this type are not possible. They are, in fact, prohibited in QED by
general arguments. This can be seen by rewriting (92) and (93) in the form
∆ρ =
G
4π
[
m2t +m
2
b −
2m2bm
2
t
m2t −m2b
ln
m2t
m2b
]
≃ G
4π
m2t ≃
3α
16π
1
c2s2
m2t
z
. (95)
The appearance of a m2t/z contribution to an observable is far from routine. It is indeed
forbidden in QED and QCD where virtual particle effects are suppressed by “inverse” powers
of their masses; (94) embodies this requirement because ǫ = 0 for photon loops. Conversely,
the appearance of an m2t/z term is a characteristic feature of the electroweak theory. ∆ρ
provides us with a most fundamental probe of electroweak theory short of discovering the
Higgs boson.
We are now ready to illustrate that ∆ρ 6= 0 and is, in fact, consistent with the Standard
Model value (95) calculated using the experimental value of the mass of the recently discov-
ered top quark. We first determine the experimental value of ∆r from (87). Using (35) and
(66):
∆rexp = 1− (37.281)2 z
ω(z − ω) = 0.037 . (96)
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Here, and in what follows, we perform calculations with
α−1 = 4π/e2 = 137.0359895 ,
mZ = 91.1885± 0.0022 ,
mW = 80.346± 0.046+0.0012−0.0021 ,
sin2 θw = 0.2237± 0.0009+0.0004−0.0002 ,
mt = 178± 8+17−20 .
(97)
We next recall (30):
∆α ≃ 1− α(0)
α(m2Z)
= 1− 128
137
= 0.071 . (98)
The crucial point is that ∆rexp 6= ∆α; cf. (96) and (98). The O(α) Standard Model relation
(88) requires a non-vanishing value of ∆ρ. Using (95) and (97), we obtain that ∆ρ = 0.0094
and (88) yields
(∆r)calculated = ∆α− c
2
s2
∆ρ = 0.0384 , (99)
in agreement with the experimental value (96). We leave it as an exercise to insert errors into
the calculation and show that our argument survives a straightforward statistical analysis.
As recently as 2 years ago Okun could, correctly, make the claim that the quantum
structure of the electroweak model was untested beyond the well-known running of the
couplings. This is no longer true as experimental errors are such that ∆r < ∆α, with
the difference accounted for by a value of ∆ρ which is consistent with the Standard Model
prediction. We checked that an essentially electroweak radiative correction is predicted in
agreement with experiment.
The Higgs particle makes a contribution to ∆r:
∆h =
H
W
=
11α
48π
1
c2
ln
m2H
z
. (100)
From (62) we obtain that ∆h < 0.0006, a contribution too small to be sensed by the simple
analysis presented above. The quantity ∆r is in principle sensitive to the Higgs mass. More
sophisticated analyses which include the dominant O(α2) corrections are now yielding weak,
but definite, constraints on the value of mH .
Other measurements support the electroweak model’s radiative correction associated with
the tb¯ loop ∆ρ. Recall that charged weak currents couple with strength G, while neutral
currents couple as ρG; see (32) and (34). The neutral current decay of Z into neutrinos is
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therefore proportional to ρG:
Γ(Z → νν¯) = (ρG)3
√
2
24π
m3Z . (101)
The measured value of 499.9 ± 2.5 MeV is larger than the value calculated from the above
equation which is 497.9, although the statistics are not overwhelming. Nevertheless, the loop
contribution (95) increases ρ to a value 1 + ∆ρ = 1.0094, bridging the gap. In the end a
professional approach follows the technique we previously mentioned: generalize the theo-
retical expressions for the observables (68)–(72) to 1-loop and show that all measurements
yield a common value of sin2 θw. The impressive results of such an analysis are shown in the
following table. We have attempted to describe the full formalism in a relatively accessible
way in Ref. [3].
Table 2: Values obtained for s2W (on-shell) and ŝ
2
W (MS) from various reactions
assuming the global best-fit value mt = 180 ± 07 GeV (for MH = 300 GeV), and
αs = 0.123± 0.004. The uncertainties include the effect of 60 GeV < MH < 1 TeV.
The determination from ΛZ , R, and σhad uses the experimental value of MZ , so the
values obtained are from the vertices and not the overall scale. Table taken from
the 1996 Particle Data Book.
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9 Outlook
In the last 2 years the radiative corrections predicted by the Standard Model have successfully
confronted experiment. Vacuum polarization effects associated with tb¯ loops are a new
and characteristic feature of electroweak theory and their contribution has been established
experimentally. Virtual effects proportional to the square of the fermion mass do not exist in
QED. Their observation (where the unified electroweak model is concerned) is reminiscent
of, and similar in importance to, the first observation of virtual effects associated with e+e−
pairs via the Lamb shift. The program is however far from complete. It will not have escaped
the reader’s attention that the precision of the confrontation between theory and experiment
is limited by the relatively large errors on the measurements of mW and mt. The problem
can be quantified by rewriting (96) and (88) as
∆rexp = F (mW , mt, mH) , (102)
using (95), (98) and (100). This relation between mW and mtop is shown in Fig. 3 for a
variety of choices for mH . Also shown are the latest Fermilab Tevatron results. The hope
is to perform measurements of mW , mt to a precision ∆mW < 50 MeV and ∆mt < 5 GeV.
Such a measurement should determine mH . Confirmation of the Standard Model will require
the detection of the Higgs particle at that value.
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Figure 3: The most recent measurements of mW and mtop are confronted with
Eq. (102) for 4 choices of mH (results presented at the XXVIII International Con-
ference on High Energy Physics, Warsaw, Poland, 1996.)
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Failure to do so will undoubtedly raise the question of the precision of the computations.
State of the art calculations include all dominant 2-loop effects. This should be sufficient
to confront Higgs vacuum polarization effects such as (100) with experiment. Some doubts
remain about the accuracy of the e+e− data in the vicinity of charm thresholds which are
used to evaluate the charm quark contribution to the running of α; see (89). The evaluation
of the threshold contribution of the tt¯ loops to the same integral is not totally understood.
These most likely represent the true limitation of the calculation but neither problem is likely
to preclude the indirect measurement of mH .
From the theoretical point of view, the present victories are bittersweet. The Standard
Model is incomplete — in gauge theory the only natural values formW are zero or the Planck
mass. The model does not contain the physics that dictates why its actual value is of order
100 GeV. The Standard Model is actually incomplete in more flagrant ways. Unification is,
for instance, in terms of an undetermined parameter θw; see (66). Its value is determined by
physics beyond the Model for which we have no experimental pointers (except perhaps for
some hints of non-vanishing neutrino masses).
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Appendix A: Calculating a loop
How to compute b, formally introduced in (29), or π(q2) is clear. The answer is given by
(17), (26) and (27). The UV cutoff Λ removes the infinite part of the loop which can,
in a renormalizable gauge theory, be absorbed in a redefinition of the bare charge. The
latter becomes a parameter to be fixed by experiment. This is standard old-fashioned QED.
Nowadays we avoid the explicit introduction of a cutoff such as Λ in (18) which spoils the
gauge invariance of the calculation. One instead uses dimensional regularization to compute
π(q2). The basic idea is to carry out loop integrations in a space with dimensions n < 4,
where they are finite. The result is then analytically continued to n = 4 where the UV
divergent part of the loop appears as a 1/(n− 4) pole. Propagators and interaction vertices
remain unchanged. E.g. for the loop (17)
−i(gµνq2 − qµqν)π(q2) =
(
e0µ
4−n
2
)2
(−1)
∫
dnk
(2π)n
Tr
γµ(k/+m) γν(q/+ k/+m)
[(q + k)2 −m2] [k2 −m2] ,
= −4e20µn−4
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
dnQ
(2π)n
gµν
[
2−n
n
Q2 +m2 + q2x(1 − x)
]
− 2qµqνx(1− x)
[Q2 − (m2 + q2x(x− 1))]2 .
(1A)
Here m is the electron mass and k the 4-momentum circulating in the loop. The only
modification is the introduction of the ’t Hooft mass µ introduced as a factor µ(4−n) in order
to keep the coupling constant dimensionless. The last relation follows by executing the
following steps:
i) use
1
ab
=
∫ 1
0
dx
1
[ax+ b(1 − x)]2 , (2A)
ii) change variable
Q = k − qx , (3A)
iii) do the traces as usual, but notice that
γµγ
µ = n 1 , (4A)
γµγαγ
µ = (2− n)γα . (5A)
From (1A) we then find that
π(q2) =
8e20µ
(4−n)
(16π2)
n
4
∫ 1
0
dx x(1− x)
[
m2 + q2x(x− 1)
]n
2
−2
Γ
(
2− n
2
)
(6A)
by using the relation∫
dnQ
(2π)n
1
(Q2 − C)2 =
i
(16π2)
n
4
Γ
(
2− n
2
)
C(
n
2
−2) . (7A)
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We now make a Taylor expansion of (6A) around n = 4 using the following relations:
µ(4−n) = 1 +
4− n
2
lnµ2 + · · · , (8A)
(16π2)
n
4 = 16π2
(
1 +
n− 4
2
ln 4π + · · ·
)
, (9A)
Γ
(
2− n
2
)
= − 2
n− 4 − γE (= 0.5772 . . .) , (10A)
C(
n
2
−2) = 1 +
n− 4
2
lnC + · · · . (11A)
We thus obtain the desired separation of the n = 4 infinite and finite parts of π(q2) with
π(q2) =
α
3π
[
− 2
n− 4 − γE + ln 4π
−6
∫ 1
0
dx x(1− x) ln
(
m2 + q2x(1 − x)
µ2
)
+O(n− 4)
]
,
(12A)
which yields (18) in the limit of large (−q2).
In old-fashioned QED the renormalized charge (Thomson charge at q2 = 0) would be
defined as
e2 ≡ e
2
0µ
n−4
1 + π(0)
, α ≡ e
2
4π
(13A)
with π(0) given by (12A). In the modern approach, previously introduced, vacuum polar-
ization effects are completely absorbed in the “running” renormalized coupling by allowing
µ to vary. α(µ) ≡ e2(µ)/4π is related to α by
1
α(µ2)
− 1
α
= − 1
3π
ln
(
µ2
m2
)
. (14A)
Equation (14A) implements the so-called MS renormalization scheme where the term
γ
E
2
−
1
2
ln 4π are subtracted out along with the 1
n−4
pole into the renormalized charge. We have
now succeeded in computing b appearing in the formal relation (29). Eq. (14A) just evolves
the MS charge from Q2 = 0 to Q2 = µ2 and one sees that b = 1
3pi
. If µ2 is such that other
loops of leptons and quarks contribute then
1
α(µ2)
=
1
α
− 1
3π
∑
f
Q2f ln
(
µ2
m2f
)
, (15A)
where the sum is over all fermions with charge Qf . For the traditional computation of a
loop we refer to Ref. [1].
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Appendix B: Asymmetries at the Z-pole
Equation (72) is valid near q2 ≃ z with
AFB =
(∫ 1
0
d cos θ
dσ(e+e− → f f¯)
d cos θ
−
∫ 0
−1
d cos θ
dσ(e+e− → f f¯)
d cos θ
)/
σ(e+e− → f f¯) , (1B)
ALR =
(
σ
(
e+e−R → f f¯
)
− σ
(
e+e−L → f f¯
))/
σ
(
e+e− → f f¯
)
, (2B)
Aτ =
(
σ
(
e+e− → τ−L τ+
)
− σ
(
e+e− → τ−R τ+
))/
σ(e+e− → τ τ¯ ) . (3B)
In the above asymmetries θ is the angle between the produced fermion f and the incoming
e− e−L,R represent left- and right-handed longitudinally polarized electrons and τ
−
L,R left- and
right-handed τ ’s whose polarization can be experimentally analyzed by observing the decay
τ → πντ .
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